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Side B

.
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There wasn't too many cars 'round. How come me to have this car too, was—that
was later though. I don't know how come we had a car. Your dad and I had some
kind 6f car.
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(Yeah, I imagine around during the,war years there—World War. Now this other—
you said you made another one just to—I imagine a couple of years later, you
made that for whom?)
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Alfred. Alfred Maker. * '
{Who^ was Alfred's

'/

.
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Barents?}
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Alfred's parents was, Jirn^Maker and his wife, Louise. She was daughter of Big
Chief. One of the Big Chief's daughters. And they got married and had this
child. I make that in behalf of your dad , you know.
(This other was in behalf of your father's.)
Uh-huh.
.(Was that more or less the same kind of ceremony that—that you went to that
you gave this other one?)
Huh?
(You went through; more or less the same .kind of ceremony.)
Yes, it was, but—and that—oh that dinner, they even give me horse too.
(The one at Mr. Kemohah's.)
Mi's. Kemohah's.

I forgot aboilt t h a t .

I happen to think about i t .

These two

boards I had made—
(You know I guess in this modern 'bimes though, they—(Noise inJackground and
Mrs. Maker asking boys to be quiet.) well you might say, in this custom that we
had then,' seems like that this is more or less dying out as the generations go
^.)
;
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Oh, the baby board. But they still doin it today. I hear they takin' boards
different places today? to people you know--them half-breed Osages—like I heard
"^-1 just overheard this. NOW I don't know nothin' 'bout it. Them people in

